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DOES TERMITE DAMAGE
WORRY YOU?

COOMAR

WILL TERMITES COME
BACK AFTER TREATMENT?

 

If so, you are not alone. Every year termites cause
billions of dollars in structural damage, and
property owners spend over two billion dollars to
treat them. This fact sheet focuses on how you, as
a consumer, can identify and help protect your
property from termites through effective
prevention measures and appropriate use of
termite treatments.

The bad news is that in some
cases, termites come back after
treatment. In fact, they're some

of the toughest pests to
eliminate from a property. so in
regular intervals keep treating.
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ARE 
TERMITE

TREATMENTS
EFFECTIVE?

 

There are several termite
treatments available and
each has varying degrees

of effectiveness in
eliminating a termite

infestation. If a reliable
treatment is administered

properly, termites can
almost always be

eliminated effectively.
After treating a home for

termites, it’s crucial to get
regular treatments or

maintenance in order to
prevent another

infestation.

DO TERMITE
TREATMENTS EVER FAIL?
Even when using the most effective treatment option, there’s no guarantee

it will rid you entirely of your termite infestation upon the first try.
Thankfully, companies such as COOMAR AND COOMAR SERVICES back up

their Sentricon treatments with a WARRANTY to ensure termites will be
removed from your property and kept away for good! Using this highly

effective method will provide a continuous barrier of protection against
your home.
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ARE TERMITE TREATMENTS EFFECTIVE?

Although there are quite a few termite treatments available, not all of
them possess the same effectiveness.

There are several termite treatments available and each has varying degrees of
effectiveness in eliminating a termite infestation. If a reliable treatment is

administered properly, termites can almost always be eliminated effectively. After
treating a home for termites, it’s crucial to get regular treatments or maintenance in
order to prevent another infestation.Most termite treatments done by a professional

will be effective, but DIY treatments are not recommended. Depending on your
unique situation, a pest control company like COOMAR AND COOMAR SERVICES will

generally help you decide which treatment option works best for the infestation you
have. COOMAR is considered to be one of the most effective and reliable company

available today.

ARE TERMITE TREATMENTS SAFE?
If administered properly by a professional pest control company, termite

treatments are completely safe for you and your family.
Most methods used to eliminate termites contain chemicals that may be

unsafe when not handled properly. When applied correctly, termite control
products are quite safe and people do not typically suffer from any residual
effects. If proper precautions are taken before and after termite treatment,

no one in your home should have to worry about unsafe conditions.
If administered properly, termite treatments are safe for you and your

family. Even though some types have chemicals, a pest professional will
always apply it in a manner that is harmless to your family and pets. No

matter the treatment type, you need not worry about unsafe conditions so
long as your pest control company takes all necessary safety precautions.

WHEN IS TERMITE TREATMENT NECESSARY IN
INDIA?

Termite treatment should always be applied to fight an active infestation, but
it’s also important to periodically treat your property to prevent termites.
If you’ve discovered signs of termites in your home, it’s necessary to get

treatment as soon as possible before the infestation becomes worse. Termite
treatment is also important for preventative measures, even if you’ve never

had a termite issue before. Once an infestation in your home has been
controlled, it’s equally as essential to receive regular or annual visits by a

professional who can continually treat your home and keep termites away
for good.
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TERMITE TREATMENT TO PREVENT INFESTATIONS
If you never want to have to deal with termites in your home, your best

chance at avoiding an infestation is through preventative treatments. Many
pest control companies offer less price to earn easy money don't fall prey to

these companies as a result you get your property damaged soon. a pest
control company like COOMAR AND COOMAR SERVICES will generally help you

decide which treatment option works best for the infestation you have.
COOMAR is considered to be one of the most effective and reliable company

available SINCE 1974. services that work to ensure you stay pest-free. By
regularly treating your home and lawn for termites, typically 3 YEARS, you

can have a bit more confidence that you won’t be hit with an infestation down
the road. 
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TREATING AN ACTIVE INFESTATION
It can be a shocking event for any

homeowner to realize they have termites.
The most important thing to do upon this

discovery is to immediately enlist a
professional pest control company who
can inspect your property and go over

treatment options with you. Even though a
termite infestation won’t necessarily
worsen within the few weeks after the

discovery, most homeowners can agree
that they want them eliminated

immediately. Being proactive about
controlling your infestation in a timely

matter is of the utmost importance.

TREATING TERMITES AFTER AN
INFESTATION

You’ve successfully removed termites from
your home—now what? The best way to

never deal with termites again is by
continuing to treat your home even after

the termites are gone. Any pest control
company will recommend getting treated
at least once a year to further protect your

home from future infestations. For this
reason and many more, regular termite
treatment is almost always necessary if

you want to stay termite-free.
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HOW LONG DOES TERMITE TREATMENT LAST IN INDIA?
Different types of termite treatment last for

varying amounts of time. That said, it’s
important to receive regular inspections to

ensure the treatment is still effective.
Termite treatment is not a one-and-done

deal. There are a few factors that contribute
to how long a treatment will last, including
how effective the treatment was, to begin

with as well as the severity of the
infestation. One of the biggest benefits of

the DIC system is the fact that it requires a
professional to routinely check on the
stations, ensuring their long-lasting

effectiveness.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR TERMITE TREATMENT
No matter what treatment used to control
termites, it’s important to make sure you

know exactly how long you can expect it to
last. When you use a professional termite
control company such as COOMAR, your
expert exterminator will recommend the

best course of treatment and aftercare for
your unique situation.
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